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An exciting return to the Priory

After two years without any in-person student programs at the European

Center in Talloires, we are very excited to welcome our Tufts in Talloires, Tufts

in Annecy, and Tufts Summit students and faculty back to the Priory this

summer! We know that students are particularly happy for the opportunity to

finally be able to come to Talloires; the faculty are equally excited to bring their

courses to life in the unique setting of our region. All of us are grateful to be

able to continue to fulfill the mission of the MacJannets and to live the values

that they embodied. As ever, we are grateful for your readership and your

support of our work. We hope you’ll follow our adventures this summer and

beyond, and we hope to see you soon – perhaps even at the Priory.

Follow the adventure!
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Program Highlights

Sharing a local family legacy

Chocolate Cake from Le

Cottage

The European Center is fortunate to

have many wonderful neighbors,

including the Bise family and their

team at the Hôtel Le Cottage.

Founded by Georges Bise 1931, the

Cottage is an important part of

Talloires history! In honor of that

legacy, we are honored to share one

of their family recipes for a rich,

delicious gâteau au chocolat.

Tous à la cuisine!

Regional excursions beyond the classroom

Learning in Action

Each year, we ensure that the courses

offered in Talloires integrate a

thematic excursion to a relevant site

in the region. Every site-specific

experience encourages students to

learn outside the classroom and

witness the real-life applications of

their classes. Here are some of the

places where our faculty have taken

students over the years.

Learn more

Brendan Ng A19 reflects on Talloires

Four Summers

Working as an intern at the European

Center was "the highlight of my time

as an undergrad at Tufts," writes

Brendan Ng. Brendan spent four

summers in Talloires, supporting the

students on our programs, taking care

of the building, and getting to know

the region well. Read more about his

experiences as he looks back!

https://europeancenter.tufts.edu/blog/2022/04/19/le-gateau-au-chocolat/
https://europeancenter.tufts.edu/blog/2022/04/19/learning-in-action-site-specific-academic-experiences/


Brendan's reflection

We'd love to hear your story!

If you'd like to share a reflection or a memory from Talloires to be featured in

our newsletter, please email us by clicking the button below. 

Share your story
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Tufts University European Center

108 Packard Ave, Medford
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